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Read this, and try not to be moved to tears.

These poor, downtrodden RWNJs are TRYING to enjoy their little mean high school cheerleader bitch “who sucked the mostest in 2012” poll and people are trying to RUIN their FUN by RETALIATING!

Can you feel the sadness? The heavy weight of darkness in poor Deputy District Attorney for Los Angeles County Patrick Frey’s heart as he was forced to reveal the fear in which he lives? As he whines to the lawyer who is defending him in a civil suit for publishing a woman’s Social Security number and personal medical information about the horrible, horrible RETALIATION being RETALIATED against him and others who believe Brett Kimberlin sucked more than anyone else could POSSIBLY suck in 2012?

One might think someone had taken poor Patrick Frey’s office telephone number (213-974-0524, Fax 213-687-3128) or his office address (210 W. Temple St., Room 17-1116, Los Angeles, California, 90012) and suggested that they be used to improperly harass Mr. Frey as there are repercussions to be had for taking the private, personal information of an innocent woman and using it in RETALIATION against her for suing a friend of his. Nobody I know would ever CONSIDER doing such a thing, however deserved it may be. It would be wrong. And two wrongs do not make a right. (Although THREE rights make a LEFT!)

But let your hearts not be heavy, gentle reader. I, for one, do not believe there is any actual retaliation going on here. Deputy District Attorney Frey just Says he’s being retaliated against. He doesn’t actually identify what FORM this retaliation is taking.

I say that unless someone is dragging @Popehat…

anonymouse.org/cgi-bin/anon-www.cgi/http://…/popehat-and-patterico-whine-about-retaliation/
...and Frey OUT OF THEIR OFFICES and BREAKING THEIR KNEES WITH BASEBALL BATS because of this, then there is nothing for them to worry about. Words are just words, and they cannot harm you. “Sticks and stones,” as they say.

Or, baseball bats.

And let it NOT be said that the Liberal Grouch advocates anyone using baseball bats to break the kneecaps of either Mr. White or Mr. Frey! Nothing could be further from the truth. In fact, if you have it in your mind that if Nadia Naffe were a friend of yours and some scumbag attorney used the powers of his office to dig up and use private information against her, whoever did it (or defends him) DESERVES to have their knees broken with baseball bats, let me dissuade you of that notion here and now.

That is not what baseball bats were made for.

For one thing, a wooden bat could break if it were used in such a reckless and lawless fashion. And if you think you can get around that by using an aluminum bat, guess again. An aluminum bat (unless it is reinforced with a lead center) would likely bend under such pressure. Now, I hear the crafty ones out there saying, “Yeah? Well, what if I drill out the center of a WOODEN baseball bat, fill IT with lead, cover the tip with Plastic Wood? Wouldn’t THAT do the job?”

Again, I say, you are wasting your time with all that effort. Tire irons are much more readily available.

And I am NOT saying that Patrick Frey and Kenneth White deserve to be dragged from their offices, out to the street in front of their offices, and thus have their knees broken by ANYTHING, be it a tire iron, or a lead pipe, or a lead-filled baseball bat. Nor should they be taken by a group of four or five strong men (or women) and thrown in front of a moving truck. You would have to consider the emotional damage that would be done to the innocent truck driver, unless the truck driver agrees to be part of your conspiracy in the first place. And a truck might swerve to miss Mr. Frey and/or Mr. White, the driver could lose control, jackknife his trailer and cause a lot of damage to people and property. And if it’s a truck with a hazardous payload, like sulfuric acid, I don’t think I need to tell YOU how severe the environmental damage would be.

So, NO! Do NOT hit Mr. Frey and/or Mr. White with baseball bats or lead pipes or tire irons on their knees, arms, elbows, shins, or any other parts of their bodies. It would be painful and degrading, moreso to you as an outraged, but otherwise law-abiding citizen.
It would ruin your life. If the authorities caught you. And if they did, if they pressed charges. I understand in some communities, the authorities tend to turn a blind eye to bullies getting their deserved comeuppance. I don’t think Los Angeles is such a community.

So, let’s leave things as they are. Let Mr. Frey and Mr. White FEEL they are being retaliated against in a war of words they started and are being smeared with feces being hurled back at them after being first hurled BY them. Let yourself not be dragged down to the Neanderthal level of a Mr. Frey or a Mr. White (or a Mr. R. Stacy McCain or a Mr. Lee Stranahan or a Mr. Ali Akbar or a Mr. Aaron Worthing) and degrade yourself by using brute force to punish them for their many, many alleged (by me) crimes against nature and humanity.

Know that the sternest punishment one can legally employ against such blackguards is the sure and certain knowledge that when they awake in the morning, they will still be… Them.

And let God deal with their sins. As He will. Probably with sores and painful boils. On their faces.
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**LiberalGrouch**
A very grouchy liberal who has seen what the right wing wants to do and vows to stop them. The Breitbots are the worst of the bunch. We will step on their throats until the air stops moving in their lungs. Metaphorically.
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**Related Articles**
- This probably has nothing to do with yet another attempt to slime Brett Kimberlin by the lawyer representing @Patterico so these right wing scumbags can gin up new controversy about Brett Kimberlin and fire up the old donation boxes again.
- @Patterico’s comment redefines ‘Slimy’
- ‘We’re going to do everything we can to take care of Susie and the kids.’ — Ali A. Akbar
- The First Live Liberal Grouchcast — A Few Bugs, But They Were In My Chest Hair. The Show Went Fine.
- LIBERAL GROUCHCAST GOES LIVE, TOMORROW (12/20) at NOON ET
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@OccupyRebellion on December 30, 2012 at 2:07 am

It sure would be swell if Los Angeles Deputy DA Pooperico gave some sort of EVIDENCE & FACTS as to what the hell he’s talking about. But I forgot I’m dealing with a sociopath here. The same sociopathS in Aaron’s emails that showed them all framing people, setting people up, conspiracy plots, and stings.

Reply ↓

LiberalGrouch on December 30, 2012 at 6:32 am

EVIDENCE? Why THAT’S for PUNKS! Yeah! Y’see? Yeah! Yeah!

Reply ↓

@OccupyRebellion on December 30, 2012 at 8:33 pm

Why is @Liberty_Chick against Roseanne Barr trying to help in the Steubenville, Ohio gangrape case? Mandy tweeted a link to a Gawker article titled — Why is Roseanne Barr Aligning Herself with Anonymous and Calling Herself “Rononomous?” Mandy claims to be a “rape victim” but she tweets out a link where other Breitbart trash then start attacking rape victim Roseanne for aligning herself with Anonymous in the Steubenville gangrape case of an underage teen. Mandy earlier claimed she was so “upset” about the gangrape case in India where the girl later died. But hey who cares about the gangrape case in Steubenville?? Mandy’s lawyer Popehat tried to help bloggers/commentors in that case who were being sued by one of the rapists for “defamation.” Is Mandy only claiming to be upset about the gangrape case in India because she’s hoping the rapists might be Muslim?? So it’s perfectly fine that Roseanne Barr aligns herself with good friend Lee Stranahan but it’s not okay if she aligns herself with Anonymous?? I would LOVE to know Mandy’s thinking behind all this. I had tweeted to Roseanne a few times before telling her about Stranahan being a rape & pedophile apologist, releasing a rape victim’s name for coming forward about what George Zimmerman did to her,
and for being outraged that occupiers came forward about being raped by police. She never replied to me either time I tweeted to her.

The more people who shine a spotlight on rape happy Steubenville, the better. I would have thought that so-called “rape victim” Mandy would have put politics aside and want this girl to get some bit of justice. I don’t see her trying to help in the case while Anonymous is.

The young girl was literally dragged from party to party by the football team being gangraped in front of partiers. I saw one of the pictures of her where two of her rapists were above her laughing, she was on the floor, one was dragging her by her legs, while the other was dragging her by her arms. They call themselves the Rape Crew.

If anyone wants to do a story on the case, I can send the picture to you. One of the rapists posted the picture on his own account!!! She’s clothed and blurred in the picture.

https://twitter.com/Liberty_Chick/status/285129153672540160
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@OccupyRebellion on December 31, 2012 at 7:26 pm

This is probably a sign. I probably haven’t watched an Inside Edition show in years. The only one I watched was recently was the one which had Weinergate copilot Mike Stack on it. I’m here now with the TV on in the background and they’re playing the same Stack episode now with Darby’s voice in the 911 call.
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@OccupyRebellion on December 31, 2012 at 7:26 pm

HAPPY NEW YEAR EVERYONE !!!!

Reply ↓

XCitizen10 on December 31, 2012 at 9:04 pm

Happy New Year Lady. I hope that justice is served this year on that reprehensible crew of sociopaths.
Getting justice is slow, drawn out, painful, and exhausting. I wish this year would be the end of it but I have a feeling it won’t. Unfortunately. 😞

rmnixondeceased on January 2, 2013 at 11:29 am
These asshats cause us dead folks much consternation. Almost like that asshat Spiro Agnew who plagues me as much dead as he did alive!

@OccupyRebellion on January 2, 2013 at 5:17 pm
Like the same people who are so “upset” at people who are hoping George H. W. Bush dies. The same people who would be dancing naked at the local bar if Bill Clinton died. Many republicans don’t even support either Bush. Neither Bush wasn’t even invited to the 2012 RNC. But now they claim to be so “upset” that people are hoping he dies. Let’s be real here. The Michelle Malkin’s of the world do not care if Bush lives or dies. They would prefer he dies so they can blame Liberals for supposedly “mocking” his death. I wouldn’t cheer Bush’s death even though I never cared for the guy. Both Bush’s are Bill Clinton’s best friends. They all became more likable after leaving office. Which is the case with every president.
But if someone wants to mock Bush, then it’s their right for whatever reason. It’s called FREE SPEECH, isn’t it? He did a lot of horrible things, like most presidents do. It’s not like Bush is a 17-year-old kid holding skittles & ice tea minding his own business walking back to the home he was staying at gunned down by a pedophile. The same people who were dancing on Trayvon Martin’s grave have NO RIGHT to complain if people say whatever about Bush. The guy is 88-years-old. He lived a long life. Would it surprise anyone if he did die? I was more shocked that Schwarzkopf recently died. The people who were tearing apart a dead teenager are the same people upset over anyone happy an 88-year-old guy might
die. I wouldn’t cheer on anyone’s death. Unless it’s people like Bin Laden, Charles Manson, and George Zimmerman.

They’re also mocking Hillary Clinton’s health problems too. She has a history of this. Reports are that her constant traveling may have lead to this. Sitting too long on planes for hours on end year after year can do that. Look at how David Bloom died. Similar symptoms. Too much traveling and too much sitting. Get up from your computers and walk around a bit!! They recommend every half hour.
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